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TifloflashplerTifloflashpler TiflomagTiflomag--001001

Tifloflashpler Tiflomag-001 is a device for reading «talking books» on flash
cards. The device supports the playback of text files using a speech
synthesizer.
Tifloflashpler Tiflomag-001 is a convenient and compact technical means of
rehabilitation, made of high-strength plastic. The device plays books in MP3
and protected format LKF, recorded on flash cards formats MMC, SD and
SDHC. The maximum supported flash card is 32GB. The player supports the
reception of broadcasting, a recorder and a voice recorder.
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DFT HIMS Blaze EZDFT HIMS Blaze EZ

Tieflayer with the function of the reading machine HIMS Blaze EZ is the advanced
device for visually impaired and blind users. In the device, the function of
recognition and subsequent scoring of text is realized, that in a compartment with
the ability to read talking books make Blaze EZ an indispensable assistant in
everyday life. Thanks to the ergonomic body, the Blaze EZ blitz can easily fit in
your pants pocket or jacket and can be used anywhere: at home, on the street, in
the library, in the park. The product will provide quick and convenient access to
books, literature and other entertainment with a few buttons.
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TieflayerTieflayer SoloSolo--11

The device for reading talking books on flash cards Solo-1 is a unique typhlo flush
player for the blind with the possibility of Internet connection via the supplied Wi-Fi
module. Allows you to connect online with online libraries and download books
through the player without leaving home. Tifloflashpler Solo-1 is a player for the
blind, which supports memory cards not only SD (4GB) and SDHC (32GB), but also
SDXC (64gb). Using this tiflofleshpleer you can download and store on memory
cards even more books, audio files and music in various formats. Tipfloper for the
blind Solo-1 reproduces talking books, text and sound files of different formats.
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Portable Portable tifloflashplertifloflashpler ElecGesteElecGeste DTBPDTBP--202202

The ElecGeste DTBP-202 is a
handheld device for reading
«talking books» on flash cards
recorded in crypto-protected
format LKF, DAISY, media files
and texts in electronic formatand texts in electronic format
TXT, Word and many others. Due
to its compact size, the player is
ideal for outdoor use, in the park,
in public transport. The product
easily fits in the pocket of a
jacket or trousers and will
become an indispensable
attribute of the visually impaired
and blind person.
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ElecGesteElecGeste TTBFTTBF--301301
DFT ElecGeste DTBP-101 is a device designed to
play audiobooks recorded in a special crypto-protected
format. Technical characteristics and functions: Reading
Talking Books recorded in a specialized format on flash
cards such as SD, SDHC, SDXS (up to 64 GB);
Reading of speaking grammar of the international
format Daysy 2.0, 2.02 and 3.0; Playback of MP3 audio
files with bitrates from 8 to 320 kbit / s; Playback of
audio formats Ogg Vorbis, FLAC, WAVE (PCM), AAC;audio formats Ogg Vorbis, FLAC, WAVE (PCM), AAC;
Reading the built-in Russian-language speech
synthesizer text files of the following formats: TXT, RTF,
DOC, DOCX, ODT, HTM, XML, PDF, FB2 and EPUB
2.0; ElecGeste TTBF-301 medium has the ability to
connect to the Internet via the Wi-Fi wireless interface,
thanks to the built-in Wi-Fi module; Reproduction of
Internet radio stations broadcasting via Shoutcast and
Icecast protocols in MP3 and AAC audio formats;
Support is provided for working with online digital library
services for visually impaired people using DAISY
Online Delivery Protocol (DODP); The ElecGeste
DTBP-301 teflon flasher has a built-in VHF / FM radio;
ElecGeste TTBF-301 has a built-in voice recorder.
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TifloflepshiperTifloflepshiper HIMS Blaze ETHIMS Blaze ET
TifloflepshiperTifloflepshiper HIMSHIMS BlazeBlaze ETET is the advanced
device for reading speaking books for visually
impaired and blind users. The product is equipped
with a numeric keypad and irreplaceable functions,
which will undoubtedly facilitate the life of the visually
impaired. The blaze ET bluff can be used as a
calculator, notepad, alarm clock, file manager and
dictionary. The undoubted advantage of the device isdictionary. The undoubted advantage of the device is
the ability to play audiobooks and music files from
both the internal memory of the player and from an
external SD card. For the ability to listen to podcasts,
download books from online libraries in Blaze ET,
there is built-in Wi-Fi. The Blaze ET player features a
wide range of playback formats, a microphone for
using the device as a voice recorder, and a unique
for this type of tiffleplayer, the presence of a reading
machine function that helps blind users read
periodicals, newspapers, price tags in the store and
prescriptions at the pharmacy.
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Reading machine Reading machine SmartReaderSmartReader

ReadingReading machinemachine SmartReaderSmartReader
complete with a 13.3-inch monitor
and built-in battery, is a compact
device for reading, recognizing and
reproducing text aloud with a speech
synthesizer. The order of the device:
put the text in front of the device, flip
the handle with the camera and pressthe handle with the camera and press
the button - within a few seconds
SmartReader will start to play text
through the speakers to the user. The
reading machine SmartReader can
be connected to a TV or monitor to
increase the text. The time of
continuous operation of the device is
3.5 hours.
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